Isn’t it time for something new?
JUST PLUG IN AND GO - IT’S THAT SIMPLE
Sleek. Simple. Smart.

All it takes is a simple push and twist to engage the Aquor House Hydrant. Three grooves guide the connector into the right position, so it can be inserted in any direction.

Forget the hassle of scraping your knees and knuckles trying to thread on garden hoses – with Aquor, you can plug into your water outlet instantly.

Water flow starts automatically when connected, and stops instantly when you disconnect. The hydrant self-drains to prevent freezing.
When form meets function.

When you’re done using water, just unplug and go.

Experience incredible convenience while protecting your home with Aquor’s unmatched leak and freeze protection.

The polished stainless steel faceplate neatly hides behind the weather-resistant polymer cover when not in use.

No more leaks, no more frozen pipes, no more worries.
Effortless convenience, anywhere.

It’s like a power outlet, but for water. There when you need it, invisible when you don’t.

The Aquor House Hydrant allows you to create access points for water in locations that would otherwise detract from the home’s appearance, or be hard to reach.

Storing the Aquor connector indoors provides a simple and easy deterrent for water theft or unauthorized usage.
Match your home’s style.

Two House Hydrant models are available depending on your home’s backflow prevention requirements. The House Hydrant V1 has a one-way check valve for basic backflow prevention. The House Hydrant V2 has a built-in vacuum breaker and meets ASSE 1019-A backflow standards.

Color options: Aquor Blue, Slate Gray

Sizes: 4", 6", 8", 10", 12"
INSTALLATION:
EXTERIOR SIDING COMPATIBILITY:
PLUMBING COMPATIBILITY:
WATER PRESSURE:

HYDRANT MATERIAL:
CONNECTOR MATERIAL:
COVER MATERIAL:
O-RING MATERIAL:
WARRANTY:

Accepts any universal 1/2” NPT male-threaded adapter
All types (for stucco & similar, use a mounting block)
All types (PEX recommended for easiest installation)
25 - 95 psi recommended (125 psi max)

316L stainless steel (body & internals)
Dupont Delrin® acetal resin polymer
Weather-resistant ASA thermoplastic
4x DuPont Viton® fluoroelastomer
Aquor 10-Year Manufacturer’s Warranty

(800) 458-1749
sales@aquorwatersystems.com
www.aquorwatersystems.com